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Howie and Suzanne 

Goodman were valued 

members at Beth Judea until 

they decided to make aliyah 

in 2009. The Goodmans 

have agreed to provide us 

with a blog on their 

experiences as new olim in 

Israel. Though we continue 

to miss the Goodmans, we 

can all look forward to 

reading about their 

adventures in Israel through 

their blog.
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Shalom haverim! We hope everyone is doing as well as can be expected. We have been

isolated for over two months. As of May, Israel is attempting to gradually lift the isolation to

prevent the spread of the Coronavirus . The restrictions started in March, and infections are

now going down. The Israeli population is 9 millionn and there were over 11,500 known

cases; 11,000 have recovered and 245 have died. The economy in Israel has suffered terribly.

How much of it will ever recover is speculation, and there is a new social awareness and

social distancing. We probably won’t be doing so much hugging and kissing in the new world.

Now besides being checked at malls for bags, they are checking temperatures! As older and

more vulnerable people, we have been very protected. We have been sheltered by our family

living close and shopping for us. We have been very fortunate in this world crisis. Several

vacation trips to Spain and Portugal were cancelled, and we will be more cautious about

future traveling. The Weisbergs had to postpone their visit to Caesarea at the end of April.

During the quarantine, non-essential medical needs were tabled. If one tried to obtain an

appointment online, a screen appeared asking if you had an elevated temperature and were

isolated. It also asked your age. In our case, after mentioning we were over 70, another

screen appeared stating no appointments were available for non-essential medical issues.

Howie saw our dentist a couple of months ago before quarantine. They took his temperature

and Howie filled out a questionnaire. A few days later, all dental offices were closed in the

country.

Suzanne needed to see our general practitioner for special prescriptions. When we arrived at

her office, Dr. Koppleman was alone. She had no patient's scheduled and gave us one- and

one-half hours of her time. She told us that her office was “sanitized."
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The surge on the medical system was much lower than expected and other infections are at an

all-time low as are car accidents. We should be able to schedule appointments now. In this

baby-crazy country, in-vitro fertilization is covered by health insurance. Egg donation is given to

women aged 18 to 54, so that will be starting up again!

There is much discussion on the manner in which the pandemic was handled. There probably

will be articles and studies for years about whether the right decisions were made. No one will

know for years or longer what should have been done.

On May 7th, a televised speech by Prime Minister Netanyahu talked about some of these

comparisons. What did Israel do differently? When the virus was still isolated in Asia, Netanyahu

called it a pandemic even when WHO refused to admit it. Netanyahu recognized the vulnerability

of air travel and shut down Israeli air space. He talked about isolating yourselves and keeping

social distance.

Israel has been compared to Belgium because both are Western democracies. Israel has 9 plus

million people and Belgium has 11 million people; as of May 7th, Belgium had 8,000 Coronavirus

deaths. However, Belgium is surrounded by countries that don't require border checks while

Israel’s borders are closed and have very little travel requests. Belgium is part of the European

Union.

Israel has a unique culture. It has had more emergencies than any other democracies. Tell

Israelis to enter bomb shelters, and they will. Tell them to look for and report “suspicious” items

on buses, trains, shopping centers, or in airports, and they report them. In the early 90’s, we

were visiting Israel and left a bag while waiting in the airport terminal. When we returned,

uniformed individuals were asking who owned it.

Belgium and the United States still have open borders after three months. When we are told to

stay off the streets or don't go near a suspicious item, we stay away. Israel is starting to emerge

while others are not. Some feel that because our military intel allows us to track our enemies in

foreign countries, we used it to track Coronavirus infected patients to ensure they stayed

quarantined. Would the people in the USA allow this? We have fined people for not following the

requirements. We read of people in the USA going to court over their right to keep their

businesses open. This hasn’t occurred here.

We feel very fortunate, so far, to have been in Israel during this pandemic. Obviously and

hopefully our positive results will continue. Over 191,000 Israelis abroad have returned to Israel

during this pandemic. We have slowly begun to reopen, but life will not be the same. We

remember after 911 how life never returned to the former “normal.” This pandemic will make the

whole world different.

Our synagogue in Netanya is still closed as others have been for the last two months. Many

apartment residents do their morning minyan prayer services from their balconies. We have

done our Kabbalah service on Zoom along with board meetings, midrash classes, and general

meetings. Members are staying in touch by Whatsapp, and it does save gas. In fact, the price of

gas is the lowest since we made aliyah. It is 4.89 shekels per litres . Three point seven eight

litres per gallon. That, at a conversion rate of 1 dollar equals 3.50 shekels, amounts to

$5.28/gallon.
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A few days ago, there was an amazing new breakthrough by Israel’s biological defense

research laboratory. They announced May 5 that they have found an antibody to cure

coronavirus in the body. They found this by isolating and developing an antivirus that attacks

the virus. The Israel Institute for Biological Research normally deals with responses to chemical

and biological threats against Israel. They are presently filing for a patent and looking for a

commercial partner to manufacture in large quantities.

The normal Independence Day celebrating 72 years was held this year without an audience.

Three of the twelve traditional torches in the ceremony were lit by an Arab-Israeli volunteer,

Yasmeem Mazzawi, a Druze IDF commander, Colonel Hisham Ibrahim and Arab-Israeli nurse

Ahmad Balauma. In the fight against the coronavirus Jewish, Moslem, and Christian doctors

work side by side. Arabs comprise 17% of doctors, 24% of nurses, and 48% of pharmacists.

Every member of Israel received checkup calls from the IDF soldiers checking on their status.

Soldiers delivered food and medicine to all villages, Arab, Orthodox, and Druze.

Most mayors called off expensive air

and fireworks this year for

Independence Day. However, the Israel

Air Force gave a sky-high

Independence Day salute to the

medical front line. A squadron of stunt

planes flew over the country’s hospitals

and medical centers

Some really big news: the Kinneret is full!! It is now May and still raining, which is very unusual.

Some other surprising news is that Tel Aviv has been named by Forbes as the second-best city

in the world to visit (right behind Los Angeles). We watched a Zoom program about the

Caesarea Ancient Harbor, which is “in our backyard,” and they said it was the 10th most

popular sight to visit in the world. Now it is very strangely empty, but soon we hope that travel

will come back and you can visit us.

The news that if former Vice-President Biden becomes president the US Embassy would

remain in Jerusalem, our capital, was well received.

Israel may soon have a government. Israel’s High Court, by a unanimous decision, concluded

that Prime Minister Netanyahu could form a government even though he is indicted and is

expected to go on trial May 24th. They, kept the right, however, to review all of the coalition’s

agreements and toss out parts that the court feels improper. It appears Netanyahu will not be

allowed to assume ministerial positions in the new government if he is Prime Minister.
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With this ruling, President Rivlin has given Netanyahu the

mandate to form the fifth government. Although nothing is

ever certain here, Israel may have a new government.

Netanyahu would then be in power until November 13,

2021, when Gantz would take over. The Knesset, by a

wide margin, voted to allow the coalition to form.

Columnists have dubbed Netanyahu “Houdini” for

somehow pulling this off. He even has the Labor Party as

part of the coalition.

The Coronavirus, when time allows to investigate, may be

a contributing factor in the fact Netanyahu has survived

politically. Gantz felt another election during the pandemic

made no sense. Basically, this could have been the

outcome two elections ago.

We had to go to Ichilov Hospital in Tel Aviv on May 10th.

At the parking entrance, they took our temperatures in the

car. The elevators had a sign stating only 2 people at a

time in the elevator. When we reached the floor for the

blood test, seats were placed 2 meters apart. A nurse

periodically came out and told people to stay two meters

apart. Everyone wore masks and hand sanitizers were

available almost everywhere. This was our first adventure

outside Caesarea in over two months. We actually drove

over 30 miles or 49 kilometers!

We hope that next month will bring encouraging news for

the entire world!

Suzanne and Howie

We hope you enjoy the this installment from the 
Goodmans, who have graciously agreed to blog for our 
congregation their experiences as Olim in Israel. If there 
are specific topics that you are interested in hearing 
about of if you just want to stay in touch with Howie and 
Suzanne, you can reach them at: HOWIEG@aol.com

-The opinions expressed are those of the authors and may not

represent those Congregation Beth Judea- ed.
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